CONCERT ETIQUETTE:
STUDENTS are responsible for getting to the program (in full
costume) at the location and time specified by Mrs. Christensen.
STUDENTS should not wear cologne/perfume on the stage. People can experience
allergic reactions to scents. Side effects may be nausea, runny noses, coughing and/or a
constricting of the throat (all of which do NOT make for a pleasant singing experience).
Please shower, use soap and deodorant, but leave off the scents.
STUDENTS should eat a meal before the concert, but nothing too heavy. A stage can be an
extremely WARM place. An over-full, nervous stomach could have messy consequences!
And, an empty, nervous stomach could cause fainting Ð either way, NOT cool.
STUDENTS should drink water before the concert. Avoid drinks with lots of caffeine and
carbonation. Hydration is essential to healthy sound production.
TICKETS may be purchased at the door before all Horlick Music Department concerts.
Thank you for your support!
PARENTS may ÒsaveÓ seats. However, if it is five minutes to the start of the concert and
your guests have not arrived, we ask that you re-open the seating.
NO flash photography during the program Ð the students need to stay focused. VIDEOS
may be shot from the back of the concert hall.
YAK, YAK, YAK Ð Please donÕt talk while we are performing! Please silence all pagers and
cellular phones. Please remove unruly or loud children so others may enjoy the music.
DO NOT LEAVE YOUR SEAT once the program begins (until intermission or the end of a
song) Ð any shuffling about by the audience is extremely distracting and rude. Parents
please hold on to young ones.
APPLAUSE is encouraged upon the completion of a song Ð yelling out a studentÕs name or
other inappropriate sound effects is strongly discouraged as we will record each concert.
DO NOT bring food or beverages to the concert. We will have an intermission in
which to refresh yourself. A concession stand will be provided.
DO enjoy your student and the music that he/she is
sharing with you!

